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ABSTRACT

We have correlated immunological characteristics and karyotypic ab
normalities from lymphomas in 118 patients. T-h nipbonus differed
significantly from B- and non-B-, non-T-lymphomas in having more
normal metaphases, frisoni) 19, and breaks at Iq21, 2q21, 3q27, 4q21,
and 17q21 (P < 0.03). Non-T-lymphomas had breaks in 18q in one-half
the cases, but only one of 11 T-lymphomas had such breaks (/' =
0.02). Among B-lymphomas, specific chromosome abnormalities were
associated with the type of immunoglobulin heavy but not light chain
expressed. A break at 14q22 or q24 was associated with surface <V
immunoglobulin (/' = 0.02); frisoni) 22 or a break in 22q and a break at
2q32 was associated with surface -r-immunoglobulin (/' < 0.01); and
trisomy 12 and a break at 2pl3 was associated with cytoplasmic â€¢>-
immunoglobulin (P < 0.01). Among B-lymphomas, several cytogenetic
abnormalities were associated (P Â£0.02) with expression of CD24 or
CD9 surface antigens. Lack of CD24 was associated with breaks in 2p25,
5q, and 6q21; CD9 was associated with a break at 6ql5. Associations
with a specific immunological phenotype were not identified for cytoge
netic abnormalities involving a band to which genes encoding immuno
globulin or the T-cell receptor have been localized. Breaks were common
at 14q32, the genomic site of the immunoglobulin heavy chain loci, in
B-, non-B-, non-1 -, and T-lymphomas. In T-lymphomas this may be
because this is the site of the AKT1 oncogene. Breaks were uncommonly
found at the light chain loci or the genomic sites encoding the T-cell
receptor. However, the recurring breakpoints associated with T-lympho
mas were commonly found on chromosomes to which genes coding for
various T-cell antigens have recently been provisionally assigned.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of both immunological phenotype and karyotype in
ML5 have contributed greatly to our understanding of the
biology of these diseases (1-6). However, there has been no
previously published attempt, in a large series of patients, to
determine the relationship between these two important biolog
ical parameters. With the development of new molecular ap
proaches to mapping gene loci and recent observations of
associations between recurring chromosome abnormalities in
lymphoid neoplasia and loci for immunoglobulin and T-cell
receptor genes (7), such studies are of particular interest. We
have investigated the relationship between immunological phe
notype and karyotypic abnormalities in 118 patients with lym-
phoma. A number of significant associations were found and
are the subject of this report.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tumor Procurement and Patient Characteristics. Chromosome and
immunological studies were performed on involved lymph nodes or
other tumor masses from 126 ML patients; the biopsies were performed
at the University of Minnesota Hospitals. Seventy-three patients were
male and 53 were female. The age range was 8-85 years with a median
of 56 years. In 82 patients, neoplastic tissue was analyzed at diagnosis
prior to any treatment; in 44 patients, tissue was first studied at relapse.
In all instances, the tumor was simultaneously studied for histology,
immunological markers, and G-banded chromosomes. The portion of
the tumor studied for histology was fixed in B5. Histological classifi
cation was done using the International Working Formulation for
Clinical Usage series (8). Histologically, this series included 20 cases
of Group A ML, small lymphocytic; 28 cases of Group BML, follicular,
predominantly small cleaved cell; 7 cases of Group C ML, follicular,
mixed, small cleaved and large cell; 13 cases of Group D ML, follicular,
predominantly large cell; one case of Group E ML, diffuse, small
cleaved cell; 14 cases of Group F ML, diffuse, mixed, small, and large
cell; 25 cases of Group G ML, diffuse, large cell; 5 cases of Group H
ML, large cell, immunoblastic; 4 cases of Group I ML, lymphoblastic;
7 cases of Group J ML, small noncleaved cell; and 2 cases of ML,
unclassifiable.

Immunological Phenotyping. Immunological phenotyping in most
patients (121 of 126) was based on studies of both single-cell suspen
sions and frozen tissue sections. Three patients had studies of single-
cell suspensions alone, and 2 of frozen tissue sections alone. Patient
specimens were routinely studied for SIg and CIg and receptors for C'3
b and d, Fc-x, and unsensitized sheep erythrocytes. The 86 most recent

patients were also studied with a panel of monoclonal antibodies (9).
Our techniques for immunological analysis have been described (9).

Suspensions of viable neoplastic cells were studied for the presence of
SIg using immunofluorescence with monospecific antisera against
heavy and light chains, for unsensitized sheep erythrocyte receptors by
rosette formation with unsensitized sheep erythrocytes, for C'3 by the
erythrocyte-antibody (IgM)-complement rosette assay, and for Fc7
using immunofluorescence with fluoresceinated aggregated human IgG.
When two or more heavy or light chains were found on the surface of
lymphoid cells, the cells were treated with polyvalent antiserum, incu
bated at 37Â°Cfor 24 h, or subjected to both procedures and then studied

for the presence of newly synthesized SIg. In the rosette assays, cyto-
centrifuge preparations were stained with Wright's Giemsa, and the

presence of neoplastic cells forming rosettes was determined.
Cryostat sections of the tumor masses were prepared from a portion

of the same neoplastic tissue from which suspensions were made. Serial
cryostat sections were studied for histolÃ³gica! features by staining with
hematoxylin and eosin and for the presence of SIg, CIg, C'3, and Fc7

using the methods described above for cell suspensions.
Surface antigens were studied by indirect immunofluorescence in

both cell suspensions and cryostat sections using monoclonal antibodies
and anti-TdT rabbit serum (Bethesda Research Laboratories, Gaithers-
burg, MD). Frozen sections were routinely double-stained to determine
whether cells positive for monoclonal antibodies were also positive for
monotypic SIg or CIg. The surface antigens which were studied, listed
according to their CD designation (10, 11), follow, along with the
antibodies used to recognize them: for CD24, BA-1; for CD9, BA-2;
forCDIO, BA-3 (University of Minnesota); for CDS, T101 (a gift of I.
Royston); for CD2, 9.6 and 35.1 (gifts of J. Hansen); for CD4, LEU
3a (Becton-Dickinson, Mountain View, CA); for CDS, OKT8; for CD1,
OKT6; for CD3, OKT3; and for CDU, OKM1 (all OK monoclonal
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antibodies; Ortho Laboratories, Raritan, NJ). HLA-DR was studied
using anti-HLA-DR (Becton-Dickinson).

Lymphomas were divided into 3 broad immunological groups based
on the expression of SIg. CIg, and unsensitized sheep erythrocytes.
Cases were designated B-lymphoma if the malignant cells demonstrated
monotypic SIg or CIg and the absence of unsensitized sheep erythro
cytes, T-lymphoma if the malignant cells formed rosettes with unsen
sitized sheep erythrocytes, and non-B; non-T-lymphoma if malignant
cells were negative for SIg, CIg, and unsensitized sheep erythrocytes.

Cytogenetic Techniques. For cytogenetic studies, a portion of the
same tumor mass biopsied for immunological phenotype and histology
was obtained directly from the Surgical Pathology Laboratory and
processed within l h of receiving the specimen. Surgical blades were
used to mince the tissue finely into an even cell suspension. Metaphase
chromosomes were harvested from direct preparations and from non-
synchronized and methotrexate-synchronized short-term (24- and 48-
h) unstimulated cultures using methods described previously (12, 13).
G-banding was done using the Wright's technique of Sanchez et al.
(14). Photographs of metaphase spreads were taken on high-contrast
film, and multiple karyotypes were constructed in each case. We at
tempted to analyze 10-20 metaphase cells per patient.

Karyotypes have been designated according to the International
System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (1985) (15). Chromo
some abnormalities were defined as clonal if 2 or more metaphase cells
had identical structural abnormalities or extra chromosomes and if 3
or more metaphase cells had identical missing chromosomes.

Karyotypes in the 126 cases which are the subject of this paper have
been previously reported (12, 13) with 6 exceptions. These 6 cases are
listed in Table I as S27-S30 and in Table 2 as S31 and S32.

Statistical Methods. Differences between or among phenotypic
groups across a broad range of cytogenetic abnormalities were evaluated
for significance at the P < 0.05 level. Differences in percentages for
discrete variables were tested with the Pearson x2 statistic with correc

tion for continuity in 2 x 2 tables.

RESULTS

Clonal karyotypic abnormalities were identified in 120 of 126
patients (95%). Six cases without clonal chromosome abnor
malities (immunological phenotype: 2B, 3 T, one inconclusive)
and two other cases with clonal chromosome abnormalities in
which immunophenotyping was not conclusive were excluded
from the following analysis in which we correlated karyotypes
of the remaining 118 lymphomas with their immunological
markers.

Karyotype and Immunological Classification as B, T, or Non-
B, Non-T. Karyotypic features among 102 cases of B-lym
phoma, 11 cases of T-lymphoma, and 5 cases of non-B-, non-
T-lymphoma were compared. Sixty-two of the B, 9 of the T,
and all of the non-B, non-T were studied at diagnosis. Trisomy
19 was frequent among T-cell lymphomas, occurring in 36% of
them, but was present in only 6% of B-cell lymphomas and
none of the non-B-, non-T-lymphomas (P < 0.01) (Table 3).
Additionally, five breakpoints were more commonly involved
in T-lymphomas (Tables 1 and 3). A break at Iq21 occurred in
3 of 11 T-cell lymphomas; one case had as part of its karyotype
a dup(l)(q21-K]42), another had a t(l;3)(q21;q?27), and
the third had a duplication and paracentric inversion of
one chromosome 1: der(l)(lpterâ€”>lp36::lp36â€”Â»Iq21::lq32â€”Â»
Iq21::lq32â€”Â»Iqter).This same breakpoint occurred in only 6
of 102 B-cell lymphomas and none of the non-B-, non-T-
lymphomas (P = 0.03). A break at 2q21 occurred in two T-
lymphomas; one case had as part of its karyotype an
inv(2)(pl3q21) and the other, a t(2;3)(q21;q27). Only one B
lymphoma and none of the non-B-, non-T-lymphomas con

tained a cytogenetic abnormality with this breakpoint (P <
0.01). A break at 3q27 also occurred in 2 T-cell lymphomas; as

mentioned above, one case had a t(l;3)(q21;q?27) and the other
a t(2;3)(q21;q27) in its karyotype. This breakpoint occurred in
only one other case, a B-cell lymphoma (P < 0.01). Likewise,
two T-lymphomas contained the 4q21 breakpoint. One had a
t(?4;19)(?q21;ql3) in its karyotype and the other, a
del(4)(q21q25). This breakpoint was part of a cytogenetic ab
normality in only 2 B-lymphomas and in none of the non-B-,
non-T-lymphomas (P = 0.02). A fourth breakpoint involved
in two T-lymphomas was 17q21. One case had a

der(9)t(9;? 17)(q34;?q21 ) and the other had a del( 17)(q?21 q?23).
This breakpoint occurred in only one other case, a B-lymphoma
(P< 0.01). Each of the cytogenetic abnormalities more common
to the T-lymphomas tended to occur with at least one of the
others, although two cases with trisomy 19 and one case with a
break at 17q21 did not. T-lymphomas had more normal meta-
phases per case than the other lymphomas. Greater than 40%
of the metaphases examined per case were normal in 45% (5/
11) of T-lymphomas; only 12% (12/102) of B and no non-B-,
non-T-lymphomas contained this many normal metaphases (P
< 0.01).

More common to non-T-lymphomas was a break in the long
arm of chromosome 18 (Table 3). Of note, four of the five non-
B-, non-T-lymphomas demonstrated a t( 14; 18)(q32;q21 ) (Table
2). All 10 cases with the t(8;14)(q24;q32) were B-lymphomas.

Structural abnormalities of chromosome 14 were common in
both T and non-T lymphomas. In T-lymphomas, chromosome
14 was involved in seven (one case had two breaks in chromo
some 14) of 11 cases (Fig. 1; Table 1). A break at 14q32
occurred 5 times. Although breaks at 14pl I, 14ql 1, and 14q22
each occurred only once, they collectively comprised 37% of
the total number of breaks in this chromosome among T-
lymphomas. In non-T-lymphomas, chromosome 14 was in
volved in 81 of 105 cases (Fig. 1). Break at 14q32, occurring
76 times, was again most common; breaks in the arms of
chromosome 14 other than at q32â€”14q22 and 14q24â€”com
prised only 6% (N = 5) of the total. Although these latter
breakpoints were infrequent, it was of interest that 4 of the 5
cases containing one of these two breakpoints were B-cell
lymphomas of the small lymphocytic histology, and in three of
them the breakpoint was part of the sole karyotypic abnormality
[del(14)(q22)xl,del(14)(q24)x2]; the fourth small lymphocytic
malignant lymphoma contained a t(7;14)(p22;q22) as part of
its karyotype.

Karyotype and Surface or Cytoplasmic Immunoglobulin.
Within B-lymphomas, karyotypes were compared among
groups defined by the various immunoglobulin chains; signifi
cant differences were seen only for the heavy chains (Table 3).
Karyotypic analysis of 47 lymphomas with SIg/i, 27 with SIg5/Â¿,
and 24 with SIg7 revealed that a break at 2q32 occurred in
three cases with SIg7, but in no cases with Slg/i or Slgo^ (P <
0.01). Two of these karyotypes contained del(2)(q32) and the
other, der(2)t(2;?)(q32;?). Likewise, four cases with SIg7 con
tained karyotypes with trisomy 22 or a break in the long arm
of chromosome 22, although no cases with SIgM or SIgofi did
(P < 0.01). Two SIg7 lymphomas had trisomy 22, one
del(22)(ql2), and one t(3;22)(q23;ql3). One SIg7 lymphoma
contained both an abnormality of chromosome 22 and the 2q32
breakpoint. Both cases with abnormalities in the 22q arm had
a SIg7Â«phenotype and both cases with trisomy 22 had a SIg7\
phenotype. Additional analysis of SIg phenotypes revealed that
four cases with Sigari contained a break at 14q22 or 14q24, but
that no cases with SIg7 and only one case with Sign did (P =
0.02). These four cases were all of the small lymphocytic
histology; the cytogenetic abnormalities containing these break-
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Table 3 CorrÃ©lationofcytogenetic abnormalities with immunological phenotype

Immunological phenotype
or marker"

Abnormality
B

(n= 102)

Non-B,
non-T

P value

Break atIq21Break
at 2q21Break
at3q27Break
at 4q21Break
at17q21Break
in18qTrisomy

19Break

at2q32Break
at 14q22orq246(6)Â°KD1(1)2(2)KD48

(47)6(6)SIgu*(n

=47)01(2)3(27)2(18)2(18)2(18)2(18)1(9)4(36)SIgaM(n=27)04(15)0000004(80)0SIgT(n=24)3(13)00.03<0.01<0.010.02<0.010.02<0.01<0.010.02

Trisomy 22 or break
in 22q

Trisomy 12
Break at 2p 13

t(14;18)(q32;q21)

Break at 2p25
Break in 5q
Break at 6q2l
Trisomy 7
Trisomy 17

Break at 6q 15
Trisomy 9
Trisomy X

Break in I6q

4(17) <0.01

(n =30)4(13)

0Clg-r

(i =5)4(80)

2(40)<0.010.01CD5+

CD5-(n
= 22) (n = 57)

1(5) 29(51) <0.01

CD24+'
(n =55)2(4)

2(4)
5(9)
4(7)

0CD9+C(n

=29)6(21)

5(17)
8(28)CD10+'

(1 = 11)CD24-(n=12)4(33)

6(50)
5(42)
4(33)

2(17)CD9-(n

=38)0

0
2(5)CD10-(i

= 56)<0.01

<0.01
0.02
0.04
0.030.01

0.03
0.03

2(18) 0.02
" Numbers in parentheses, percentage.
* SIg, surface immunoglobulin; CIg, cytoplasmic immunoglobulin; CD, cluster

of differentiation number.
' Evaluated only for B-lymphomas.

points have been detailed in the preceding section.
Comparison of cytogenetic abnormalities between pheno-

types defined by cytoplasmic heavy chains revealed that trisomy
12 and a break at 2pl3 were more common in the group with
CIg7 than the group with Clg/j (Table 3). Four of five cases
with Clg-y, but only 4 of 29 cases with Clg/u had trisomy 12 (P

< 0.01). A break at 2pl3, specifically an Â¡ns(2;?)(pl3;?) and
dup(2)(pl3â€”>p21), was found in the karyotypes of 2 of 5 cases
with CIg7, but in no case with C\gn (P = 0.01). Both of these
karyotypes also contained trisomy 12.

Karyotype and CD24, CD9, and CD10 Antigens. Karyotypes
compared between B-lymphomas grouped according to the
expression of CD24, CD9, and CD 10 revealed a number of
differences (Table 3). Many of these recurring cytogenetic ab
normalities occurred with one another. Of most interest, cases
lacking CD24 more often (P < 0.02) had a break at 2p25
[specifically der(2)t(2;?)(p25;?)x2, psu dic(20)t(20;2)(ql3;p25),
or t(2;8)(p25;q22)], a break in 5q [specifically del(5)(ql4),
t(5;6)(ql5;q27), t(5;14)(q23;q32)x2, t(5;6)(q35;q21), or
t(5;l I)(q35;ql2)] or an abnormality of the long arm of chro
mosome 6 at or including q21 [del(6)(q21)x3, del(6)(ql5q23),
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n for 107non-Teases n for 11Teases n for 107non-Tcases

3

21

-1

Chromosome 14
Fig. 1. Breakpoints of chromosome 14 in 107 non-T- and 11 T-cell-lymphoma

patients. Different breakpoints of chromosome 14 occurring in the same kary-
otype are counted individually. The same breakpoint occurring more than once
in a single karyotype is counted only once. Genes of interest and their location:
o chain of T-cell receptor, 14ql 1.2 (17); heavy chain of immunoglobulin, 14q32
(7).

del(6)(ql5), del(6)(q21q25), or t(5;6)(q35;q21)]. On the other
hand, a deletion at 6ql 5 occurred in 6 of 29 cases with the CD9
antigen [del(6)(ql5)x5, del(6)(ql5q23)], but was absent in all
cases lacking CD9 (P = 0.01).

Among B-lymphomas, there are several phenotypes that can
be defined by the combined presence or absence of the CD24,
CD9, and CD 10 antigens (16). The number of patients in these
phenotypes was too small to permit an adequate analysis of
cytogenetic differences among groups. However, trisomy 7, a
deletion including 6q21 or a break at 2p25 each occurred in 3
of 6 cases (patients 72, 73, 82, S14, S20 in Refs. 12 and 13,
and S32 in Table 2) that were CD24-, CD9+, and CD 10-.

Karyotype and Other Lymphoid Markers. The most common
translocation identified in our patients, the t(14;18)(q32;q21)
(n = 38), was less common in lymphomas expressing CDS (5%)
than in those without it (51%) (P < 0.01). No significant
differences were seen between lymphomas with or without the
Fc receptor. As the method of identifying complement receptors
changed during the study period, correlations between specific
cytogenetic abnormalities and these receptors were not under
taken.

Chromosome Abnormalities in Bands to Which Genes for
Immunoglobulin and the T-cell Receptor Have Been Localized.
Chromosomes 2, 7, 14, and 22 contain the genes that code for
heavy and light chains of immunoglobulin ( 14q32-heavy chains;
2pl2-K light chain; 22qll-X light chain) and the a, ÃŸ,and y
chains of the T-cell receptor (14qll.2-a chain; 7q32 or 35-0
chain; 7pl5-7 chain) (7, 17-20). Breaks in chromosome 14
occurred 90 times (Fig. 1). Eighty-one of these 90 were at 14q32
(71 in B-, 5 in non-B-, non-T-, and 5 in T-cell lymphomas), and
one breakpoint involved 14ql 1 (T). The remaining breaks were
found at the centromere, 14pl 1, 14q22 (n = 3), and 14q24 (n
= 3). There were 21 breaks in chromosome 7 (Fig. 2). Although
three breaks were identified at 7q32â€”del(7)(q32),
del(7)(q22q32), and t(7;7)(qll;q32), the former two of these
were in non-T-cell lymphomas. There were no breaks at 7pl5.
Several other breakpoints in chromosome 7 were involved, but

Chromosome 7
Fig. 2. Breakpoints of chromosome 7 in 107 non-T and 11 T-cell lymphoma

patients. Different breakpoints of chromosome 7 occurring in the same karyotype
are counted individually. The same breakpoint occurring more than once in a
single karyotype is counted only once. Genes of interest and their location: a
chain of T-cell receptor. 7pl5 (41, 42); rf chain of T-cell receptor. 7q32 or q35
(18-20,41-43).

none more than once in the T-lymphomas. Although no one
breakpoint in chromosome 7 was commonly seen in T-lympho
mas, trisomy 7 was frequently identified in them (3 of 11);
however, an extra 7 was also common to B- (13 of 102) and
non-B-, non-T-lymphomas (2 of 5) (P â€”0.12).

Chromosome 2 was frequently involved in non-T cases, most

commonly at 2p25 (Fig. 3). The 2pll and 2pl2 breakpoints
were each involved twice; 2pll as a t(2;17)(pll;q25) and a
t(2;5)(pll;q31), and 2pl2 as del(2)(pl2)x2. Both lymphomas
with 2pi 1 and one with 2pl2 had SIg/i, and one with 2pl2 had
SIgX. Chromosome 22 demonstrated structural abnormalities
only in non-T cases (Fig. 3); there were no breaks at 22ql 1. It

has been suggested that any abnormality of chromosome 2 or
22 can predispose to the production of Kand Xchains, respec
tively (21). We found a tendency for patients with B-lymphoma

who had abnormalities of chromosome 2 (without accompany
ing abnormalities of chromosome 22) to express Klight chains
(21 of 27 cases); 40 of 70 without abnormalities of chromosome
2 expressed it (P = 0.10). There were only two B-lymphomas
with abnormalities of chromosome 22 and no accompanying
abnormality of chromosome 2; one expressed K,and the other
X.
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Surface Light Chain

Surface Light Chain
A.

Chromosome 22

K.A

K,K

K.K

Chromosome 2

Fig. 3. Light chain expression according to breakpoint on chromosomes 2 and
22 respectively in 102 patients with B-cell lymphoma. Different breakpoints in
chromosome 2 occurring in the same karyotype are listed individually. Lympho-
mas with numerical abnormalities only of chromosome 2 expressed the following
light chains: trisomy 2:*, monosomy 2:*, <, X.Genes of interest and their location:
â€¢light chain, 2pl2 (7); \ light chain, 22ql I (7). * An extra chromosome 2 also
present in the karyotype; * Two different breakpoints in chromosome 2 occur in

the same karyotype.

DISCUSSION

Both immunological phenotyping and karyotypic analysis are
steadily increasing our knowledge of the biology of the lympho-
mas and adding clinical and prognostic information (1-6).
Correlations between these two biological parameters in lym-
phomas have been infrequently done. The identification of
cytogenetic abnormalities peculiar to phenotypic groups could
provide important information. First, areas of the genome
important to transformation and differentiation or, alterna
tively, able to induce a malignant state during a particular stage
of differentiation may be better defined within phenotypic
groups. Secondly, clues to the location of genes involved in
control and expression of specific immunological markers may
be obtained by correlating their presence or absence with asso
ciated nonrandom chromosome abnormalities. Third, nonran-
dom cytogenetic abnormalities might help better identify phe
notypic groups, especially those ill-defined groups such as the
non-B-, non-T-lymphomas. Finally, nonrandom chromosome
abnormalities may be important for prognosis within immu
nological classes.

We identified trisomy 19 and five different breakpoints, 1q21,
2q21, 3q27, 4q21, and 17q21, to be significantly associated
with T-lymphomas (Table 3). The importance of 3q27, 4q21,
and 17q21 must be regarded with caution, as we could not in
each patient be certain that the breakpoint was correctly iden
tified (Table 1). Abnormalities of chromosome 1 are commonly
seen across a broad range of malignancies (22, 23), including
T-lymphomas (24, 25). Six of our 11 cases of T-lymphoma had
involvement of one or both arms of chromosome 1; two cases
had a breakpoint at Iq21. Likewise, structural abnormalities in
the long arm of chromosome 2 have been often noted in T-
lymphomas (4, 24-28), but the specific breakpoints have varied.
The CDS antigen, associated with cytotoxic/suppressor T-cells,
has been mapped to chromosome 2, but its location is on the
short arm (2pter-pl2) (29). Trisomy 19 and the breakpoints at
3q27, 4q21, and 17q21 have been infrequently noted in the
small number of T-lymphomas studied. Reeves et al. (27) noted
trisomy 19 and a del(4)(q2I) in a T-lymphoma and Smith et al.
found a del(4)(q31q35) in one of 2 cell lines from T-lymphoma
patients (30). It is of interest that 2 of the T-cell antigens have
provisionally been mapped to chromosomes 4 and 17. The CD2
antigen, involved in the formation of unsensitized sheep eryth-
rocyte rosettes, has been assigned to chromosome 4, although
its location is unknown (31). Both patients with T-lymphomas
and involvement of chromosome 4 were positive for the CD2
antigen. The CD7 antigen, a pan-T-cell antigen, has been
assigned to chromosome 17 (32). Moreover, the 17q21 site is
one of the proposed locations of the ngl oncogene, the human
homolog of the neu oncogene derived from rat neuro/glioblas-
toma cell lines (33).

Chromosome 14, especially at bands 14qll-13 and 14q32,
has been reported to be the most frequently involved chromo
some among T-cell malignancies (28). Chromosome 14 was
also the most frequently involved chromosome in our T-lym
phomas. Seven of 11 cases demonstrated an abnormality of 14.
A break at 14q32 was most common (n = 5). Interestingly, the
human oncogene, AKT1, the homolog of the akt oncogene
derived from an AKR mouse thymoma cell line has recently
been localized to this band (34). Trisomy 14 was seen twice and
breaks at 14ql 1, and 14pl 1 and 14q22 together, appeared once
each. The a gene of the T-cell receptor is located at 14ql 1.2
(17) and has been shown to be split in t(ll;14)(pl3;qll) (35,
36). Inv(14)(qllq32) has been reported in T-cell chronic lym-
pocytic leukemia (28, 37) and in a cell line from a patient with
T-lymphoma (38), but our case represents the first in direct
tumor material in T-lymphoma as far as we know. The break
points at 14pll and 14q22 are not among those frequently
described in T-lymphomas (4, 25-27) and their significance
must await further cytogenetic study of T-lymphomas.

We also report the second T-lymphoma with the
t(14;18)(q32;q21) (26). These two cases may be examples of
the "pseudo T-cell lymphoma" described by Jaffe et al.: a B-

cell lymphoma with T-cell predominance (39). Alternatively,
the identification of a common recombinase for the assembly
of the many variable-region genes in B- and T-cells may allow
a switch from a B- to a T-lineage in rare situations (40). T-cell
gene rearrangement studies should help to more clearly define
the immunological nature of lymphomas containing a t(14;18).

The immunological phenotypes associated with abnormali
ties of chromosome 7 are of interest since the location of the ÃŸ
and y genes of the T-cell receptor, are known to be at 7q32 or
q35 and 7pl5, respectively (18-20, 41-43). Although one T-
lymphoma in our series had a break at 7q32, no case involved
7pl5. Among the few cases of T-lymphoma (adult T-cell leu-
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kemia/lymphoma excluded) reported (24-27), there has been
infrequent involvement of chromosome 7. We found abnor
malities of chromosome 7 in T-lymphoma to be frequent in our
series (Table 1), but no specific abnormality involving chro
mosome 7 was more common to this group than to non-T-

lymphomas.
There were a number of other phenotypic categories associ

ated with specific cytogenetic abnormalities, including lympho-
mas expressing Slgy; CIg7; and CD24, CD9, CD 10, or CDS
surface antigens. We know of no reports of associations between
these phenotypic groups and karyotypic abnormalities. A posi
tive correlation between karyotypic abnormalities and immu-
noglobulin light chain expression has been reported by Lenoir
et al. (44), who described a direct association between the
specific abnormalities, t(2;8)(pl2;q24) and t(8;22)(q24;qll),
and the expression of K and X light chains in Burkitt's lym-

phoma. Sadamori et al. (21) subsequently proposed that any
abnormality of chromosome 2 was closely related to the expres
sion of Kchains in the lymphoid malignancies. We were able to
show only a weak relationship in our series between abnormal
ities of chromosome 2, the location of the * chain gene, and the
expression of the K light chain. The small number of cases
examined by Sadamori and the known predominance of the K
chain in lymphoid malignancies were likely reasons for our
disparate results.

As some of the cytogenetic abnormalities correlating signifi
cantly with immunological phenotype occurred in patients first
studied at relapse, we cannot be certain that they represent a
primary change. At present, the effect of previous chemotherapy
or of clonal evolution in lymphoma on the generation of specific
chromosomal abnormalities is not known. The number of pa
tients in our study whose karyotypes have been examined
serially is too small to allow us to address the question of
primary versus secondary abnormalities at the current time.

The relationship of a specific cytogenetic abnormality or
chromosomal breakpoint to a particular phenotype was some
times expected and at other times not. For example, the
t(14;18)(q32;q21) is commonly found in the follicular lympho-

mas, and the CDS antigen usually is absent (1, 9). Therefore,
the association between the t(14:18) and the absence of the
CDS antigen is not surprising. On the other hand, the reason
that the del(6)(ql5) is associated with the presence of the CD9
antigen, a gene known to be on the 12p arm (45), is unclear.
One might speculate that this and other associations exist in a
particular phenotype because the area of the genome repre
sented by the cytogenetic abnormality is transcriptionally active
and prone to breakage or rearrangement. If this is so, mapping
of these areas may provide information regarding the transfor
mation and differentiation of cells.
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